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Surfing NSW has been a leader in our network of state bodies through innovation and remains
progressive in developing events, programs, systems, and partnerships to foster surfing success
throughout NSW.  Women’s surfing is one driver that Surfing NSW aims to prioritise and grow as
the peak state surfing body in NSW over the coming years.

In 2021, Surfing NSW has been a leader in the promotion of women's and girls’ surfing, including
creating a women’s specific strategy and platform, Her Wave.

Through Her Wave, Surfing NSW has committed to providing more opportunities for women and
girls through surfing, and to empower them with skills and confidence that can transfer to other
domains.

Her Wave is a celebration of the many faces of women and girls surfing in NSW. They have been
working to promote gender equality in all aspects of surfing and to support women and girls to
overcome the challenges that prevent them from engaging with the ocean and surfing.

Under the Her Wave brand, in 2021, Surfing NSW launched the Her Wave strategy, acquired new
partnerships and funding streams to stage a series of female-focused learn-to surf and
leadership programs, used story-telling to promote gender equality, educated the surfing
community at a Boardrider Club level and in 2022 has introduced an inaugural national first Her
Wave Challenge Her Team's Classic Series in 2022.

The Her Wave platform has been awarded the 2022 NSW Her Sport Her Way Outstanding
Organisation Award, it was also a category Finalist for the 2022 Australian Surfing Awards
Incorporating The Hall of Fame, and the Challenge Her Team's Classic Series has been selected as
a finalist in the Community Event of the year category at the 2022 NSW Community Sports
Awards, winners to be announced 30th June.

Surfing has an amazing ability to connect people from all walks of life. Through Her Wave, Surfing
NSW is elevating the representation of women and girls in and out of the water to create and lead
the sport to be inclusive for everyone.

Claire Ellem
Programs Manager, Surfing NSW 
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OVERVIEW
FY22 PROGRAMS & EVENTS 

HER WELLNESS
Women's Group Surf x Mindset + Nutrition Coaching Experiences - by
Surfing NSW in partnership with affiliated surf schools, qualified
mindset & nutrition coaches. 

Supported by Randwick City Council Community Connect Grants
Program.

No. 01  — 

MASTERCLASS SERIES

A Surfing NSW premier women's leadership series of online events. This
program was designed to inspire, educate & empower current &
aspiring women to take on and up skill in leadership positions within
our coaching and officiating pathways.
  
Supported by Sport Australia, who manage the Women Leaders in
Sport program. 

No. 02  — 

LEVEL UP CAMP
A women's leadership camp designed to further  up-skill and
empower and aspiring and current female coaches and judges in
NSW by rewarding selected participants who show potential to drive
women's surfing in their own communities.

Supported by Sport Australia, who manage the Women Leaders in
Sport program. 

No. 03 — 

GET HER ONBOARD
GRANTS PROGRAM

The Grants Program is an initiative developed by Surfing NSW. The
program works with our Boardrider Club and Surf School network to
inspire them to identify new ways to reduce the physical and
perceptual barriers women face when joining a Club or signing up to
a learn to surf lesson.

Supported by the NSW Government, ROXY and Surf Dive n Ski. 

No. 04 — 

MASTERCLASS SERIES

LEVEL UP CAMP



HER WAVE, HER SAY
CAMPAIGN

We called on all aspiring and female surfers to provide their
input into shaping the future of surfing. Insights and feedback
helped Surfing NSW develop opportunities that will best align
with the needs and motivations of beginner, recreational and
competitive surfers to most effectively achieve our overall
mission of Her Wave.

 

No. 05 — 

COMMUNITY
ACTIVATIONS

Her Wave collaborated with high profile surf events and festivals
to provide technical surf workshops and activites to the local
communities. 

No. 07  — 

CHALLENGE HER
TEAM'S CLASSIC 

The inaugural regional (all womens) event series staged in
Newcastle, Kiama and Lennox Head. The events emphasised fun
collaborative surfing over individual competition and offerred
skills based clinics and lessons for the wider community.

Supported by NSW Government.

No. 06 — 

DIGITAL CAMPAIGNS

Surfing NSW created and distributed digital campaigns that
encouraged more women and girls to  step into coaching and
officiating roles, sign up for a learn to surf lesson or recreational
surfers to join their local board rider club.

No. 08 — 

HER SAY

OVERVIEW
FY22 PROGRAMS & EVENTS 



PARTICIPANTS

100

Programs

5

 HER WELLNESS

HIGHLIGHTS | GALLERY

Female Group Surf x Mindset Coaching Experiences 

These experiences are a practical approach to wellbeing
where we use surfing to promote a healthy mind and
body. 

Introduced more females to surfing and built ocean confidence 
Created a safe & supportive community for females
Connected like minded individuals in the community
Provided practical & mindful tools for positive mental health
Connected women with a qualified wellbeing & mindset coach or nutritionist for
ongoing support in their local community
Connected with female leaders at Surfing NSW to encourage & support their
surfing journey

KEY OUTCOMES



PARTICIPANTS

160
ONLINE SERIES 

4 
MASTERCLASS 
SERIES

“Women hold up half the sky so I’m stoked to be collaborating with Surfing NSW to inspire, educate and
empower future generations of female leaders in surfing, coaching and judging. Through the power of
story-telling, I aim to share how I managed to thrive in a male dominated world, challenge the status
quo and pave the way for future generations. Creating a more inclusive, safe and equal environment for
wmen is good for business and good for surfing.” 
- Layne Beachley, 7x World Surfing Champion

HIGHLIGHTS | GALLERY

The  "Drop In" Leadership Masterclass Series was  Surfing NSW premier
women's leadership series of online events.  This program was designed to
inspire, educate & empower current & aspiring women to take on and up
skill in leadership positions within our coaching and officiating pathways. 

The program involved  4x 1 hr  inspirational & educational sessions over 4
weeks. This program focus on development opportunities that ensures
potential leaders, and those in leadership positions, continue to grow and
develop.  

Engaged and inspired 160 unique females in surfing (current, former coaches, judges,

aspiring and recreational surfers). 
Gained an additional 41 coaches and 36 judges in our system
Through connecting and collaborating with with females in our grassroots network we
uncovered key themes to address such as Barries that exist specifically within existing
surfing culture.

 CLICK EACH FOR HIGHLIGHT CLIPS

KEY OUTCOMES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3y105adlKk&t=218s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P8j65OKQsdg&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7-er7V7TdQ&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kveKAtiY1I


PARTICIPANTS

16

DAY CAMP

3 

Upskilled 8 coaches and 8 judges into a higher level
accreditation through our Leadership selection camp.
Two female leaders in the Newcastle community met and
connected online. They have now set up a all female Boardriders
Club in a heavily competitive and male dominated region for
more female inclusivity.
Connected a network of leaders that have influence in their own
communities to spread the Her Wave mission

Key Outcomes:

The "Level Up" Leadership Camp (Level Up) was phase two of Her Wave's, Lead Her program.
Level Up empowered and developed female coaches and judges in NSW by rewarding and
further upskilling passionate & driven females in our system.  The Her Wave team selected 16
current Surf Coaches (8) & current or aspiring Surf Judges (8) who have been identified
through the "Drop In” Masterclass Series.  Selected females were invited to attend an all
inclusive 2 day, 1 night leadership camp at Surfing Australia High Performance Centre. This
leadership experience had been specifically designed to provide these females with new
technical, tactical and leadership skills that will not just evolve their roles as a coach and
judge, but help develop them into a more confident and inspirational leader in their
community.

LEVEL UP CAMP

 CLICK PHOTO FOR HIGHLIGHT CLIP

https://www.instagram.com/p/CW5Lp8bJH_B/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/CW5Lp8bJH_B/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/CW5Lp8bJH_B/?hl=en


TESTIMONIALS

"The Her Wave development program has greatly affected my role as a leader. This program has
provided me with assistance and support to uplift and grow the female surf community at my board
riders club and school school. Im so excited to see this initiative grow and make such a positive impact
in the surfing community!"

"What an incredible weekend with an awesome group of female surfers! I feel extremely privileged
to have had the opportunity to attend the surfing NSW Lead her “Level Up” Leadership Camp at the
HPC To say I am inspired is an understatement! I would like to thank the sponsors, incredible
speakers, and everyone who contributed to the event. To have had the opportunity to hear from
some of the key leaders in Australian Surfing was inspirational. I feel that the camp has given me
the confidence and motivation to share my knowledge and level up women in surfing at a ground
roots level. I’m excited to encourage the female surfers in our local community to improve, progress
and continue to share their knowledge and stoke. It’s a very exiting time in surfing! It’s great to
see so much opportunity for women at all levels, from grassroots to professionals. I’m excited to see
what the future will bring!"

TWhat an incredible camp to be a part of, I feel honoured to have been selected to attend. I found
the camp, content and speakers absolutely instrumental towards providing me with a greater
depth of knowledge and insight into the world of surfing! I look forward to sharing my experiences
and insight with other girls and women to continue to lift and support women into the sport of
surfing and to encourage women to get in the ocean! This was such a valuable experience I’m truly
grateful. Thank you

"As an enthusiastic surfer, coach, judge and leader in our local Boardriders club, the Lead Her
program hosted by Surfing NSW was an excellent introduction to the pathways and development
opportunities that can be possible for women in the surfing industry. It’s an amazing initiative,
implemented by a passionate team. I can’t wait to see where it will lead us to"



0%

GET HER ONBOARD
GRANTS PROGRAM
SURF SCHOOL PROGRAMS
Ten Surf Schools were succesfull in grant funding where their
project was selected based on criteria and perceived
impact long term in supporting and nurturing women's
surfing in the community. The Surf School programs focused
on reducing the physical and perceptual barriers  that
women and girls may encounter when learning to surf. The
Grants Program made Surf Schools think outside the box to
modify or incorporate new elements  to lessons ensure the
needs and motivations of women and girls were addressed,
to create an unforgettable experience and keep participants
surfing for a lifetime. This opportunity allowed Surf Schools
with no existing womens program to develop lessons that
catered to women's needs and all of these surf schools have
now made this womens program a permament offering at
the surf school.

BOARDRIDER CLUB PROGRAMS

Ten Boardrider Clubs were succesful in grants funding where
their project was selected based on criteria and perceived 
 impact long term in supporting and nurturing women's retention
and supported a female surfing culture in the club. The
succesful programs focused on nurturing current female club
members and introducing initiatives that welcomed new
females into the club community.

The Grants Program empowered and inspired more members to
progress their surfing skills and provided opportunities to
develop their skills. Other projects focused on connecting with
new recreational surfers and providing opportunities to join  their
club. Some provided competition training  and judging clinics to  
educate non competitive surfers on how a club rounds work.

This opportunity allowed Boardrider Clubs to increase their 
 women's divisions, created new all female boardrider clubs,
upskilled current members in officiating positions, and
introduced divisions that cater to all levels of female surfers.



PARTICIPANTS

800
Participation Snapshot

GET HER ONBOARD
GRANTS PROGRAM

845 20
Participants Programs and events

Girls under 12 years

321
Teens 13 - 18 years

201
Women 18 - 35 years

200

Women 36 - 60 years

123
 

"The Grants Program allowed us to host an incredible couple of events
that have enabled the existing and new ladies to surfing to join our

community to come together, surf and have the confidence and support
to get in the water more often" 

 
- Kellie Patie, Bar Reef Boardriders President

 



0%

PARTICIPANTS

100

GET HER ONBOARD
GRANTS PROGRAM
SURF SCHOOL PROGRAMS

A free 2022 International Women's Day - Get Her Onboard
- Breakfast for 60 participants celebrating women in
surfing. This was a women's only surf session and lesson 
 followed by a breakfast presentation with a keynote
speech by Surf School founder Brenda Miley.

A subsidised 6 week Program encourages girls of all ages
and abilities to get into surfing, improve their skill level and
increase their enjoyment.  Program includes fitness, yoga,
skateboarding and surfing drills .

A free  2 week introductory surfing program for the
Mother’s of their surfers. The Mother’s group was facilitated
by women, and was supportive of Mother’s connecting
together at the beach and sharing the enjoyment of the
ocean, while providing surfing and mindfulness activities. 

A free Female 4 week progressive surf skills course for
intermediate surfers covering  surfing safety and
techniques, surfing and mental health, reading the ocean,
conditions and surf forecasts, surf history, entering the
‘line-up’, different surfboard options and surf-specific
workouts.

A free one-day intro to competitive surfing program that
was aimed at mums and daughters who wish to develop
skills to start some competition surfing. 



0%

GET HER ONBOARD
GRANTS PROGRAM

A free 4 week mothers and children weekly learn to surf 
 program. The program focuses on the importance of
allowing mothers and children to have a bonding
experience whilst learning a new active healthy lifestyle
sport.

Discounted 3 night Surf, Yoga, and Hike Retreat foucsing on
wellness with a small group of like-minded women staying
right on the beach in the seaside village of sunny Sawtell, 

A free 4 week  inclusive surfing events that are specifically designed
for girls and teens aged 5 - 15 years with neurodevelopmental
conditions  and/or mental health difficulties . It  provided girls and
teens with an opportunity to build confidence, develop  skills, meet 
 friends.  The program offers a unique combination of occupational
therapy and psychology practices encompassing elements of the
mind, body, and sea.

1 x free participation in 6 weeks Beginners Surf Program and
1x free participation in 4 weeks Progression/Intermediate Surf
Program + Overcoming surf related fears workshop.

A free 5 month women and girls coaching program for local
Mid North Coast Girls Boardriders Club. These coaching
sessions focused on technique-based training and building
confidence, surfing ability.

SURF SCHOOL PROGRAMS



0%

PARTICIPANTS

100
BOARDRIDER CLUB PROGRAMS

Next Level Surf Coaching will be providing subsidised
group coaching sessions followed by a competitive
women's surf event including each of the four GHO entry
categories.

A women's only day for bonding, individual goal setting,
comp development with catered lunch with dietary
advice on managing menstrual challenges .

Far South Coast Get Her Onboard festival. This is focused on
creating connections within the surfing community by
engaging women wanting to gain more in their surfing. The
weekend event will be full of activities.

A free 6 week program for females aged 5 - 10 years, it
included  surf movement, surf skills, and surf sister hood with
Phillipa Anderson Surf School. Aim was to show young
female members, and all the daughters, sisters, and mothers
of club members that enjoying the surf is for everyone.

GET HER ONBOARD
GRANTS PROGRAM

A free event for recreational female surfers that included a 90 min
coaching session, meditation, healthy food, meeting other lady
surfers, and coaching tips from local WSL longboarding surfers
Declan Wyton and Tully White. The aim was to build the
competence and confidence of local women who want to get on
board and meet other ladies who are also interested in trying out
our boardriders clubs.



0%

 A free Boardriders Clinic at Crescent Head, NSW aimed to increase
female participation in Central Coast Clubs and increase the
collaboration between the disciplines, both longboarding, and
shortboarding. The weekend included a Judging session, Heat
surfing/coaching, Weather session/surf forecasting, Female specific
training,Mindset and Wellness and a Mini tag team event/heat surf
session.

 A new Newcastle Women's Boardriders launched with a sign-up day
and a fun free surf event.  The club aims to create a community of
women surfers who meet once a month. The club welcomes Women of
all ages and stages of surfing capability and aims to build confidence,
surfing knowledge, (judging, coaching, competing, connecting to local
surf schools, ocean safety, and community),  and the chance to
compete in a supportive, yet challenging environment.

PARTICIPANTS

100
BOARDRIDER CLUB PROGRAMS

A free coaching, training, education, and community catch-
ups for girls and women of ALL ABILITIES who love to surf. The
program offered opportunities to build competitive surfing
skills or grow confidence to those who are new to surfing.

A range of Her Wave: Get Her Onboard sessions and events 
 specialised in female coaching and development programs
for female youth through to teenagers. Regular activities 
 staged across 5 months. 

Malua Boardriders is collaborating with the Broulee Surf
School to stage a free intermediate program for 20
females aged 18+ years aimed at building competence
and confidence.

GET HER ONBOARD
GRANTS PROGRAM



What's your Infographic Title?

Her Wave, Her Say is a state-wide research project managed by
Surfing NSW, it aims to gain in-depth insight into the female
surfing landscape at grassroots level. Specific surveys have been
developed to gain information from a range of stakeholders
including Boardrider Club Committees, Female Club Members,
Surf School Managers, Females (non surfer/beginners) and
recreational female surfers in NSW.

The  insights and feedback will be able to explore areas where
Surfing nSW can best assist and align priorities.

 HER WAVE | HER SAY 
60/120

Grassroots Boardrider Clubs

28/53
Surf Schools

150
Aspirational female surfers 

90
Recreational female surfers 

80
Female Boardrider Club 

members

Key findings:
Respondent 

break down:

Respondent 
break down:

We are currently undertaking an analysis of this data and will be
able to provide a report on findings in due course.



PARTICIPANTS

300

CHALLENGE HER
TEAM'S CLASSIC

Connected surfing women and girls of all abilities across central NSW.
Broke down the perceptual barriers of competing as a female and empowered non
competitive surfers to participate in their first ever surf competition.
Participants were introduced to local Boardrider Clubs for ongoing participation in the sport.
An additional 300 women in the community were up-skilled in surf specific workshops and
clinics.
Increased exposure of female grassroots surfing in the media 
Increased employment and training opportunities for women and girls 
60 new females introduced to surfing via learn to surf programs 

An inaugural all women's event team's series that
focus on fun, skill development and community -
designed Her Way.

Key Outcomes:

"I'd never thought I'd be in a surfing competition, I'm really proud of
myself and all the girls," said Elke Newie who recently founded She

and the Sea women's board riders club in Newcastle



CHALLENGE HER
TEAM'S CLASSIC

WEBCAST STATISTICS
THE CHALLENGE HER TEAM'S CLASSIC WAS/WILL BE BROADCAST

ACROSS MULTIPLE PLATFORMS INCLUDING:

KAYO BROADCAST THIS LIVE

TO OVER 

1.2 MILLION SUBSCRIBERS
 

SURFING NSW BROADCAST

THIS LIVE TO OVER 

20,997 FOLLOWERS
 

12 + HOURS OF
BROADCAST

OVER 3 DAYS 

 

36 ADVERTS 
 

AVERAGE OF OVER 12 ADVERTISEMENTS
PLAYED PER DAY ACROSS 3 DAYS



What's your Infographic Title?

⭐  Join the Her Wave community and go in the draw to win a ECS
Surfboard.

COMMUNITY
ACTIVATIONS 

Sydney Surf Pro, Manly, 16 - 24th | 22 May

⭐  Learn to Surf with Surf Camp Australia
⭐  Weather and Surf Report Workshop
⭐  Ride the Wave Mental Health Workshop
⭐  “Train Like a Woman” Workshop with Candice Land 
⭐   Ocean Women in Business, keynote with founder of Salt Gypsy, Danny Clayton
+ board demo on-site!

Ride the Wave Festival, Port Macquarie | 16-24th June 22

48
participants

Challenge Her Team's Classic,  Newcastle | 28 March

Challenge Her Team's Classic,  Kiama | 30 April

Challenge Her Team's Classic,  Lennox Head | 3 July

160
sign up to Her Wave Community

96

participants

160
participants estimated

128
participants

⭐   Shortboard Technical Clinic (Land based) with ROXY Team Rider, Maluhia
Kinimaka
 
⭐   Learn to Surf with Surf Camp Australia
⭐   Longboard Technical Clinic (Land based) with ROXY Team Rider, Aunty Megz
⭐   Behind The Lens" - Female photography Workshop with Shesurfs photography,
Mikala Willow
⭐   Confidence & Mindset Workshop with Women Make Waves, Sonia Houria
⭐   “Train Like a Woman” Workshop with The Female Surfer and WSL physio, Candice
Land

⭐   Learn to Surf with Surf Getaways 

⭐   Shortboard Technical Workshop with Kirra-belle Olsen 

⭐   Longboard Technical Workshop with Belen Kimble

⭐   Behind The Lens, Female Photography Workshop with Hannah Jessup Photography 

⭐  "Train Like a Woman” Workshop 1 hour with Candice Land 

⭐ Surf Apnea & Survival Techniques with Sal Howe from FLow State

⭐  Ocean Women in Business, keynote with founder of Salt Gypsy, Danny Clayton + board demo on-site!

⭐   Balance Board Clinic with Maksha.surfshop founder Rosie Centeno

⭐  Shortboard Technical Clinic (Land based) with pro surfer, Phillipa Anderson

⭐  Learn to Surf with Newcastle Surfest Surf School

⭐  “Train Like a Woman” Workshop with The Female Surfer and WSL physio,
Candice Land

participants

participants estimated

new members

https://www.instagram.com/surfcamp/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/saltgypsy/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/maluhiakinimaka/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/surfcamp/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/roxy/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/aunty_megzzz/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/shesurfs_photography/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/thefemalesurfer/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/flowstate_mbm/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/saltgypsy/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/maksha.surfshop/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/thefemalesurfer/?hl=en


DIGITAL
CAMPAIGNS

GET HER ONBOARD
BOARDRIDER CLUBS

HER WAVE | HER SAY 

 GET HER ONBOARD
SURF SCHOOLS

LEVEL UP LEADERSHIP
MINI SERIES (EXAMPLE)

https://www.instagram.com/p/CZgWWn7o2yX/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/CZgWWn7o2yX/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/Ca04S1UAaTu/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/Ca04S1UAaTu/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/CaOVo1RhQvC/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/CaOVo1RhQvC/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=COM7Z6xxwiE


2,497
TOTAL UNIQUE
PARTICIPANTS

TOTAL UNIQUE 
PARTICIPANTS

LOCATIONS 

365
NSW - Metro NSW - Regional

2,132



MEDIA COVERAGE
HER WAVE PROGRAMS AND EVENTS SAW A FLURRY OF EXCITEMENT
ACROSS LCOAL MEDIA OUTLETS FURTHER PROMOTING TO LOCAL

COMMUNITIES. 
 

PROGRAMS AND EVENTS SAW CHANNELS SUCH AS 9 NBN NEWS, ABC
NEWS AND REGIONAL NEWSPAPERS. 



THANKS TO OUR
PARTNERS


